California Style, Slim Jim Holster: photo previous page

One of the earliest holster patterns, the California Slim Jim became popular during the 1849 - 1859 Gold Rush in California. Throughout the mid to late 1800's, this pattern changed very little, retaining a slim contour fit, with a belt loop at back. The integral wide belt loop will easily fit up to 3" wide cartridge belts. Beautifully embossed and border tooled, made of premium full grain leather, this unlined holster is made in two lengths, to fit 4-3/4" to 5-1/2" or 7-1/2" barrels. It will fit the Colt SAA, Colt copies, Ruger Vaquero, S&W Schofield, and Remington 1875 or 1890 revolver.

#Holster-SJ-5 Slim Jim, up to 5-1/2", brown only $21.99
#Holster-SJ-7 Slim Jim, up to 7-1/2", brown only $21.99
#Holster-SJ-5-B Slim Jim, up to 5-1/2", black only $24.99
#Holster-SJ-7-B Slim Jim, up to 7-1/2", black only $24.99

Left hand draw:
#Holster-SJ-5-L Slim Jim, up to 5-1/2", brown only $21.99
#Holster-SJ-7-L Slim Jim, up to 7-1/2", brown only $21.99
#Holster-SJ-5-B-L Slim Jim, up to 5-1/2", black only $24.99
#Holster-SJ-7-B-L Slim Jim, up to 7-1/2", black only $24.99

Slim Jim, Cross Draw Holster: photo previous page

A matching cross draw holster to our strong side right hand, this California Slim Jim holster features a 20° angle to meet SASS (Single Action Shooting Society) rules on cross draw holsters. Made of premium full grain leather, this unlined holster is beautifully embossed and border tooled. Includes a leather hammer thong for safety, and is made in two lengths, to fit 4-3/4" to 5-1/2" or 7-1/2" barrels. It will fit the Colt SAA, Colt copies, Ruger Vaquero, S&W Schofield, and Remington 1875 or 1890 revolver.

#Holster-SJ-C-5 cross draw, 5-1/2", brown only $21.99
#Holster-SJ-C-7 cross draw 7-1/2", brown only $21.99
#Holster-SJ-C-5-B cross draw 5-1/2", black only $24.99
#Holster-SJ-C-7-B cross draw 7-1/2", black only $24.99

Left hand draw:
#Holster-SJ-C-5-L Slim Jim, up to 5-1/2", brown only $21.99
#Holster-SJ-C-7-L Slim Jim, up to 7-1/2", brown only $21.99
#Holster-SJ-C-5-B-L Slim Jim, up to 5-1/2", black only $24.99
#Holster-SJ-C-7-B-L Slim Jim, up to 7-1/2", black only $24.99

Slim Jim, Modern Holster: photo previous page

A modern, slim, compact holster, made of premium full grain leather, this holster was made to suit many modern guns. It has a finished edge, the front strap reinforces the belt loop, and is made in two lengths, to fit 4-3/4" to 5-1/2" or 7-1/2" barrels. It will fit the Colt SAA, Colt copies, Ruger Vaquero, S&W Schofield, and Remington 1875 or 1890 revolver.

#Holster-M-S Slim Jim, up to 5-1/2", brown only $21.99
#Holster-M-L Slim Jim, up to 7-1/2", brown only $21.99
#Holster-M-S-B Slim Jim, up to 5-1/2", black only $24.99
#Holster-M-L-B Slim Jim, up to 7-1/2", black only $24.99

Western Holsters, matching right or left, for Army and Navy:

Our Western holster has a cut away top for the trigger guard. It fits Colt and Remington .44 Army and .36 Navy revolvers. Neatly stitched with finished edges, the front strap reinforces the belt loop, with four brass rivets. Use on any belt up to 4-1/2" width. Select right or left side. When worn on the right or left, the pistol butt faces to the rear.

These holsters are a bargain, and they will give good service. Made in the U. S. A., these are not cheap imports. Order a matching belt!

Our brown leather holster has been hand rubbed with natural oil. Maintain it with Neatsfoot oil or neutral leather shoe polish.
#Holster-WOR holster, western, brown, right only $14.99
#Holster-WOL holster, western, brown, left only $14.99

Our black leather holster is vat dyed. The color is inside the leather, not just on the surface. Occasionally wax it with black shoe polish.
#Holster-WBR holster, western, black, right only $15.99
#Holster-WBL holster, western, black, left only $15.99

California Slim Jim Holsters, right or left, for Army and Navy:

Genuine cowhide, dark brown oiled finish, contoured seam with a decorative crease line embossed border, open barrel end, belt loop on back. It fits Colt and Remington .44 Army and .36 Navy revolvers with 8" barrels. Left or right hand draw.
#Holster-SJ-R holster, Slim Jim, right only $14.99
#Holster-SJ-L holster, Slim Jim, left only $14.99

Modern Hunting Holsters, for Army and Navy, or Walker:

Russet oiled finished cowhide, the safety straps help prevent the revolver from falling. Neatly stitched with finished edges, the front strap reinforces the belt loop. Heavy duty snaps lock securely. Barrel end is sewn. Right hand draw only. Available in three sizes: 1851 and 1860 Colt, 1858 Remington, Colt Walker and Dragoon.
#Holster-M-C holster, modern, 1851 or 1860 Colt only $14.99
#Holster-M-R holster, modern, 1858 Remington only $14.99
#Holster-M-W holster, modern, Walker or Dragoon only $16.99

Belts, to match our Western or Military Holsters:

Our belts are made in the U.S.A. in of brown or black leather. Brown leather is hand rubbed with natural oil. Black leather is vat dyed. The color is inside the leather, not on the surface. Belts are 1-3/4" wide, with a heavy brass plated buckle, as shown in the photo above.

Punched to fit waist sizes 30" to 46". Select an oiled brown or black leather belt, to match your holster.
#Belt-Bu-1-O leather belt, brown only $14.99
#Belt-Bu-1-B leather belt, black only $15.99